PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT

GRADE 6 CLASSROOM MUSIC

Contact Information
Mark W. Hickey, Director
Performing Arts Department, K-12
Acton-Boxborough Regional Schools
36 Charter Road, Acton, MA 01720
Telephone: (978) 264-4700, x3415
Fax: (978) 266-1133
E-mail: mhickey@abschools.org
The Department’s Educational Philosophy
Education in the Arts plays a major role in three general areas of education. Students gain knowledge of events and historical
movements that shaped society. The arts help to develop critical and creative thinking skills. The arts can provide the means for
communicating thoughts, emotions, and ideas that cannot otherwise be expressed.
Guiding Principles
The curriculum must allow for full appreciation of the student and student learning styles, allow both subjective and objective
assessment of learning and present a sequence of experiences.

GRADE 6 CLASSROOM MUSIC
Course Frequency: Meeting a total of 45 minutes per week. Scheduled once per week
Credits Offered:
NA
Prerequisites:
None

Background to the Curriculum
The curriculum must allow for full appreciation of the student and student learning styles, allow both subjective and objective
assessment of learning, and present a sequence of experiences.
Subjective measures of student achievement can be obtained from observing student performance techniques, watching student
satisfaction upon successful completion of performance, and listening to the musical product itself.
The competency should provide for a musically educated person. A musically educated person can be defined as one who has the
ability to perceive, assimilate, and sort musical stimuli intelligently and to participate independently in a musical experience. This
individual usually finds ways to use music in his life functionally, either as an active participant or as an intellectually active listener.
In music, as in any other academic discipline, the students will have differing interests and aptitudes, which will affect the level of
competency that they will achieve.
The essential skills in music are developed with six main processes in mind: singing, playing instruments, moving, reading, listening,
and creating music.
Ultimately, positive learning should result in the student’s ability to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Perform music alone and with others.
Improvise and create music.
Use the vocabulary and notation of music.
Respond to music with aesthetic judgments.
Continue the music learning experience independently.
Perform and/or respond to music of ever-widening variety.
Continue musical participation out of school as both a performer and a consumer.
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Core Topics/Questions/Concepts/Skills
The Acton-Boxborough Elementary Music Department offers a sequential model of musical learning to its students. Throughout the
students’ experience in the K-6 music classroom, musical knowledge is added to and built upon. The essential skills in music are
developed with six main processes in mind: singing, playing instruments, moving, reading, listening and creating music.
• Singing - Students will learn some partial rote songs; songs by note reading; two and three part vocal music, rounds, canons and
descants; sing songs expressively and in tune; sing with an emphasis on good tone quality, diction and interpretation.
• Playing - Band instrument program is continued; all rhythmic and melodic instruments used with songs, accompaniments, and
recordings; performances for assemblies and other programs encouraged.
• Moving - Students will use singing games; folk dances; improvisation; dramatizations; respond and feel most rhythmic patterns;
introduce conducting techniques.
• Music Reading - Students will use scales in various keys with syllables, letters and/or numbers; music notation as per Orff-Kodaly;
choral type music used; two and three part music sung and read; most songs learned by reading; continue rhythmic and melodic
dictation; Threshold to Music Experience Charts.
• Listening - Students will identify musical aspects of sound (all types, contrasts); hear more complex melodic and rhythmic patterns;
American Jazz, Picture Music, Ballet Music; form (fugue, sonata, concerto); music of great composers.
• Creating - Students will create original compositions; accompaniments using Orff-Schulwerk instruments (use I-IV-V chords);
dances; additional verses to songs; ideas for interpretation of songs and music.
Course-end Learning Objectives
Learning objectives
a] Singing - Students will learn some partial rote songs; songs by
note reading; two and three part vocal music, rounds, canons
and descants; sing songs expressively and in tune; sing with
an emphasis on good tone quality, diction and interpretation.
b] Playing - Band instrument program is continued; all rhythmic
and melodic instruments used with songs, accompaniments,
and recordings; performances for assemblies and other
programs encouraged.
c] Moving - Students will use singing games; folk dances;
improvisation; dramatizations; respond and feel most
rhythmic patterns; introduce conducting techniques.
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d] Music Reading - Students will use scales in various keys with Standard 2 – Reading and Notation
syllables, letters and/or numbers; music notation as per OrffKodaly; choral type music used; two and three part music
sung and read; most songs learned by reading; continue
rhythmic and melodic dictation; Threshold to Music
Experience Charts.
e] Listening - Students will identify musical aspects of sound (all Standard 5 - critical response
types, contrasts); hear more complex melodic and rhythmic
patterns; American Jazz, Picture Music, Ballet Music; form
(fugue, sonata, concerto); music of great composers.
f] Creating - Students will create original compositions;
Standard 4 – Improvisation and Composition
accompaniments using Schulwerk instruments (use I-IV-V
chords); dances; additional verses to songs; ideas for
interpretation of songs and music.
Assessment
Subjective measures of student achievement can be obtained from observing student performance techniques, watching student
satisfaction upon successful completion of performance, and listening to the musical product itself.
Materials and Resources
Wide variety of songs with various educational value, discussions of future uses of Music in our lives, well known composers, units
and/or activities from teacher requests.
Orff-Kodaly materials.
Threshold to Music Experience Charts, Mary Helen Richards, Lear Siegler, Inc./Fearon Publishers.
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